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Summary:  Staff of the Federal Reserve Board met with representatives of the American 
Bankers Association to discuss the proposal to amend the regulations implementing section 13 of 
the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (commonly referred to as the “Volcker Rule”).  These 
representatives expressed concern about the proposed amendments to the “trading account” 
definition, and proposed alternatives.  Additionally, the representatives expressed support for 
exempting customer-driven, matched book, cash-settled derivative transactions from the 
prohibition on proprietary trading.  The representatives also expressed support for amendments 
to the definition of covered fund.  Furthermore, the representatives expressed support for 
modifications to the regulations limiting the relationships between a banking entity and an 
affiliated covered fund.  Finally, the representatives encouraged the Board to modify the 
compliance program requirements of the Volcker Rule, and to eliminate the CEO attestation 
requirement for banks with moderate trading assets and liabilities. 
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or more types of financial instruments has created issues for midsize and regional 

banking entities that seek to provide derivative products to their customers only upon 

request or only in limited volumes, or that regularly provide quotes only on one side of 

the market. 

• Covered Fund Exclusio11s. The Regulation's "covered fund" definition is overbroad and

captures investments that were never intended to be covered by the Volcker Rule. The

overbreadth can be addressed by preserving the current exemptions and revising the exclusionary

provisions to include those funds that should not be treated as covered funds, such as credit funds,

venture capital funds, family wealth management vehicles, and long-term investment vehicles.

Moreover, the definition of a foreign public fund should be simplified to apply to any issuer that

is organized or established outside of the United States and which is authorized to offer and sell

interests in the issuer to non-U.S. retail investors.

• Super 23A. Consistent with the definition of"covered transaction" under Section 23A of the

Federal Reserve Act and the Federal Reserve's Regulation W, Super 23A should be interpreted to

include the list of prohibited transactions contained in Section 23A(b )(7) of the Federal Reserve

Act, as qualified by the list of excluded transactions set forth in Section 23A(d) and Regulation

W. In order to reduce unnecessary compliance costs and operational risks, the Agencies further

should use their exemption authority to allow a bank custodian to extend sh01t-term credit for

payment transactions, securities clearing, and settlement services to the same extent as allowed

under Section 23A and Regulation W.

• Tiered Complia11ce Structure. In recognition of the slight appreciable difference in Volcker

Rule-related risk between "moderate" and "limited" trading entities, the proposed tiered

compliance structure should be more tailored. The Agencies should consider collapsing the

"moderate" and "limited" categories into a single category, thereby resulting in categories of

entities with "significant" trading activities and those with "non-significant" trading activities.

All non-significant trading entities would be presumed to be in compliance with the Volcker

Rule. Consistent with the recently enacted financial reform law, trading assets and trading

liabilities of less than 5% of total assets would be deemed "non-significant." This 5% threshold

would simplify and tailor compliance systems consistent with the marginal difference in

proprietary trading risk between banking entities with "moderate" and "limited" trading assets,

which constitute approximately only 3% and 2% of trading assets and liabilities in the banking

system, respectively. Should the Agencies maintain three categories, then the demarcation lines

should be at $5 billion and $20 billion (rather than $1 billion and $5 billion, respectively) in order

to provide banking entities at the lower end of the trading activities spectrum with more leeway in

each range to respond to customer-driven demand, without fear of inadve1tently tripping into the

next category of compliance, and having to comply with the additional significant burdens that

that new category would impose.

• CEO Attestation. The CEO attestation requirement should be eliminated for moderate trading

banks consistent with the agencies' recognition under the Proposal that moderate trading banks

present reduced risk and in order to tailor the Regulation to actual Volcker Rule-related activity.

The CEO attestation requirement is unprecedented among banking regulations, prior to the

Volcker rule, and has required the development of costly and burdensome internal compliance

efforts not consistent with the activities or risks of moderate trading entities.
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